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Dale R . Eggen

We need urgently a new Sales Circuit Manager for our
sales circuit benefit/activity . At the completion of this
sales circuit season, Howard Rieman is stepping down.
Howard has handled this responsibility for several years,
but with new job commitments he is no longer in a po-
sition to continue . We are grateful for the time he has
been able to devote.

Based on some suggestions by Howard, I have appointed a
Sales Circuit Committee to look into all aspects of our
sales circuit efforts . The committee will also select
the new Manager from any volunteers and will provide guid-
ance to that person in getting started . Howard has ac-
cepted to serve on this committee, as have Henry Ratz,
Harlan Stone, and Mario Wiedenmeier.

The one benefit the society offers to the Manager of Sales
Circuit is first choice at selecting material to buy
(within reasonable limits, of course), but in all fair-
ness to potential volunteers it has to be said that this
position requires long hours of labor during the peak
activity span which, in the past, has been from around
August through April.

This year's BIG EVENT -- Our NATIONAL CONVENTION in Boston

Get your exhibits ready, plan to attend the meetings, at-
tend the slide showings, and meet and get acquainted with
your fellow members . Social get-togethers and all . It
is our only ONE BIG EVENT each year, so don't miss it.

Chairman : Jan Donker

Our Host : Our own AHPS New England Chapter in
conjunction with BOSTON SHOW 1983

Dates : October 21st through the 23rd, 1983

Place : Plaza Castle at the Boston Park Plaza
Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts

Contact : Jan Donker, 16 St . Mary Road, Burlington,
Massachusetts 01803

Our own Revolving Grand Prize award available to AHPS Mem-
bers only will be awarded to the best Swiss/Liechtenstein/
UNO Geneva/Campione exhibit . This award is made only at
our National Convention and revolves from convention to
convention .
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. . . and I like the way you put plate numbers on covers, Rudy.

Talk
to
me!

Thank you, Rudy,

but make no

mistake, this is

your "letter-to-the-editor" page.

New name, same

game : It can also

be your Q and A
page if you want,

or "Dear Flabby",

as long as you
keep it coming.

Talking about

questions, a few
members wanted to

know to whom to

address their
problems for the

"erwin's mailbox"

column . By all

means, send them
to Erwin directly.

THE SURVEY (continued)

- 70% of you live in or around larger cities, and 33% are active in local

stamp clubs.
- You are a well-read bunch : Linn's and American Philatelist are your favorites,

Stamp Collector, SPA Journal, and SBZ next . The rest is divided in a lot of

literature catering to more esoteric aspects of our beloved hobby.

- when it comes to stamp shows, the majority of you (67%) belong to the group

of collectors that go and admire what 5% are exhibiting with frequency, and

28% try their hand at exhibiting something occasionally.
- Whatever you buy you go about it as follows : 21% you buy locally from your

dealer or at bourses, 43% you buy through the mails from some remote supplier,
and 36% you acquire through winning bids at auctions.

- 69% of what you buy is purchased in the US (and Canada) and 31% abroad.
- 45% of you have a standing order account with the Swiss PTT for new issues,
and only 10% of you have the same arrangement with the PTT in Liechtenstein.
- The question about your spending habits produced the following figures : 14%
of you s pend less than £100 for your Swiss collection, 36% spend $1-500, 2B%%
shell out i500-1000, and 22% are big spenders over $1000 . (and all figures can
shift a notch higher if the wifes (or hubbies) are not watching . . .)
- You have been a member of AHPS for an average of almost 6 years . AHPS was
formed in late ' 74 and issued the first TELL in Jan . ' 75 . Obviously, some of
you have been a member of either of the two societies that merged before this
date, but I did not count these years.
- 44% of you would like to see a full-fledged directory issued, 31% would like
to see a minimal-type list published, and 25% want no part of it.
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- A surprising high number of you indicated that they have never bought any
stamps from other members through the sales circuits, and even fewer (only
a fraction of the membership) have ever sold any of their stamps this way.

Almost everyone had an opinion on the quality or problems associated with the
circuits, and a lot of newer members have indicated that they have no idea how

the system works . Well, we have some catching-up to do then . More on that subject
in another issue . Right now the circuits are in a deep sleep, the Circuit Mgr .,
Howard Rieman, needs the time to devote to his job and has to be replaced . A

resurrection of the Circuits with all the ramifications is under study and I
shall report to you as soon as there is any progress worth mentioning.

- Not too many members seem to be bidding (and very, very few selling) at our

auctions. Those who bid frequently think that prices are on the higher side,
because similar interests have tendency to chase the same objects (like a

lonely woman after 11 pm in a har) . There is only one way to help that : increase
the supply and send in your unwanted "children" . Lots of comments were made
about the infrequency of late of these auctions . Maybe it's a sign of our times,
maybe it's management, but a perusal of 8 years of TELL by this writer revealed

that auctions were almost a monthly occurrence in the past.

- Only a fraction of you have ever used any of our slide programs to give a
little show at your club. I suggest you give it some thought.

- On the matter of expertization, about 40% of you have used the services of
stamp experts to check your holdings for authenticity ; of those 40%, about
a third used such a service in the US and two thirds went to Switzerland for it.
- What kind of work you do? at first glance has little to do with collecting

Swiss stamps . The two professions most cited prove different : Engineers and
accountants like neat, meticulously done things in life ; our society has as
many of these two professions to start an international consulting firm
without sweat . But we have lots of others who are printers, M .D .s, geolo-
gists, entomologists, chemists, plumbers, photographers, mail carriers, gem

dealers, travel agents, professors, civil servants, military, diplomats,

domestic engineers (housewifes), importers, attorneys, and many, many more ; we
also have a disabled person among us, and a lone student in law . About 20%
are retired.

The rest of the questions, like "what you would like to see more in articles
in TELL", and all the comments made concerning AHPS I will take up with the

"brass", our everbearing, all-knowing, and untiring writer and standby-editor
Ganz (many want him kloned 12 times), and the few people who indicated their

willingness to contribute material to TELL . Most comments were favorable, to
say the least, many appreciate the work done by a handful and expressed their
hopes that the good work be continued . I, in turn, appreciated your support
and interest by sending in the questionnaire . I will repart in the next
issue on WHAT WE COLLECT (a lot :)

Cover: While we did not obtain permission to use any illustrations in our trans-

lation of the new Standing Helvetia Manual, I could not resist to ask one of the
authors and I may add, member of AHPS, Pierre Guinand, for a very special shot

to adorn the cover of our journal . The view is of the variety HELVETTA, as it
presents itself on the printing plate (reversed of course) stored in the archives
of the Swiss PTT . Obviously, this cover is way ahead of the translation, but it
is part of the topic and I did not want to deprive you of this great and diffe-
rent angle . As an added bonus, I also received a crisp view of the famousZ88A/
Ret .21, shown in its last stage on the printing plate as preserved in the ar-
chives . I intend to present it as the cover of the next issue . M. Guinand, your
help is much appreciated.

To all of you for whom collecting Standing Helvetias is not a matter of life and

death please don't desperate, we will get on to other matters of Swiss philately.
But while we are on the subject of SH, I will take the liberty to add an occa-
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sional footnote to the translation, see page 123, if only to elaborate on a
technical term here or there or to make an observation on points that could use

further explanations.

Contents : As previously announced, we start this month with an article, p .107, by

GeorgeSchild on The Correspondence of the Civilian Refugees and Immigrants

during the war veers of 39-45 . For the time being, part I is ready and I have it

broken up into two installments. However, since this was a particularly difficult

and trying time for Switzerland, I had wanted to preface this article a bit and
at the same time illustrate it with further material . Well, the timing is some-

times a bit off, I simply don ' t have it all together yet . If necessary, I will
make a 3rd installment out of it, more from a historic point of view than a

philatelic one, but since you are all Swissophils that should be alright . . . Here

again, for those not so interested in the subject of censorship, this episode

will end soon . -- Page 113 starts with an interesting piece by Stephen Esrati on

what ' s missing in catalogs . `Mr. Esrati needs no introduction to all you well-

read people. In addition to his prolific writings as a philatelic journalist he
also edited the German Postal Specialist for four long years . He says ' 'Minkus

has it partially, Scott does not have it, I say Zumstein, neither, but TELL will

have it : ;'any members asked for more bibliogra phic data of people on older Swiss

stamps . So here it comes, the first one right after the Esrati story on page 114.

Hopefully, it will become a regular feature. Here is an area for some of you

timide where you could give me a hand in making Tell more interesting . Pick one
of these personalities, go to your library and jot down as much as you can

gather about it . Send it to me, I will take care of the edit, typing and photo.

Last but not least, please pay special attention to the announcement below . I

hope you will give Bill your full support, there must be one or two or three

good quality duplicates somewhere hidden among your treasures, they can stand
some fresh air while benefiting our society. -- We could also use an advertising

manager. to drum up some more ads . I simply can't do it an a larger scale, I am
up to my kiester, to paraphrase Ronald, in correspondence as is . Volunteers???

The AMPS has a shortfall in revenues for 1933 . Our dues
which have not increased in many years, advertising fees

and miscellaneous income will not cover the
projected cost for Tell and other activities.

We have only two alternatives : 1) Cover the def-
icit with additional income, or 2) cut back on the

size and number of issues of Tell . To me, the loss
of j ust one page of Tell without a fight would be

a shame . Therefore, a donation auction will be inclu-

ded in the June issue of Tell . This is your opportunity

to aid AHPS . Your donations of philatelic material incl.
literature are needed and I ask you to act ASAP, for there

is much work to be done to meet the June deadline.

We will accept full donations or snare the proceeds to a

maximum of 5C/50. You will receive a m acknowledgement of

your donation as well as a con firmation of the auction re-
sults, and your name will be published in Tell . If you have
no philatelic material available for this auction I will be
pleased to accept your cash donation instead. Your help Is

:greatly appreciated . Send to:
n

	

n 	 William R .Lucas, P03 2067,

donation auctionTelephone 312 790-2665
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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
CIVILIAN REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS
IN SWITZERLAND, 1939-1945,
AND ITS CENSORSHIP

By GEORGES SCHILD

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde

Part I - Installment 1

For several years I have been trying to shed some light on
the area of refugee mail censorship in Switzerland during the
war years 1939-1945 . I spent at least ten working days in the
Swiss Federal Archives where there is much interesting material
from this period . But such is the way of research : one finds so
much of interest, so many documents, that the work is very slow.
To date I have only been through about one-third of the inter-
esting archive material.

There have been many recent questions on the censorship of
refugee mail in Switzerland so I write now what I have learned
so far . Later the subject will be treated in more depth.

I . THE	 INTERNMENT OF CIVILIAN REFUGEES
The start of the war found about 5700 refugees in Switzer-

land, among them nearly 5000 Jews who left Austria in 1938 at
the time of the "Anschluss" . Early in the war almost no addi-
tional Jews entered Switzerland . But, when Germany began to
deport Jews to Poland, the flow of refugees across the border
increased . The earliest refugees were turned back because
Switzerland could not accept refugees fleeing for racial
reasons . However, when the true nature and scope of the German
activities became clear, further Jews were admitted.

Already in a letter of 27 .9 .39 did the question of
internment camps arise. There were 570 Jewish refugees in Basel, of
which 430 were totally without resources . The latter were
"laying around and spoiling the atmosphere of the city ." The
Army was also interested in the refugees on security grounds
and sought to support the establishment of refugee camps.

In May 1940 three camps were established:

1. Felsberg by Chur (Schulhaus .) For 150 people
2. Oberglatt (Klausenhüsi .) For 50 people
3. Geisshof by Bremgarten/AG . For 150 people

Due to problems in the Felsberg camp--a radical communist
internee was spreading propaganda and corresponding directly
with Moscow--censorship was instituted on 25 .5 .40 . Details
were laid out in a 20 .5 .40 letter from the Federal Justice and
Police Department (EJPD .) The interesting part of the text
read : "Further, we have instituted general postal control at
all camps . All mail destined for camp occupants will be deliv-
ered to the camp director who has authority to open it . All
outgoing mail must be brought unopened to the camp director
for censorship and transport to the post office . Camp occupants
are forbidden to mail anything themselves . In order for postal
censorship to work it must be carried out by trained and experi-
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enced people . This poses a problem for the camp director who is
often too busy to act as censor . For this reason we see a need
for all or part of the censorship to be done by military police,
i .e . a military policeman will visit each camp one or more times
daily . Kindly make the appropriate arrangements for this " .

So the censorship duty was assumed by military police start-
ing 25 .5 .40 . On 3 .2 .41 the Chief of Staff wrote to the EJPD as
follows : "In your letter of 20 .5 .40 you suggested that postal
censorship in the refugee camps be performed by military police.
We have undertaken this as of 25 .5 .40	 The function of
postal censorship appears to me to be very important . Therefore,
it would be best not to delegate this function to mobile Army
units which continue to change location . Instead, I plan to give
the function to a unit stationed near the camps . Rules will be
established to have the police section of the Army staff carry
out the censorship . "

On 8 .2 .41 the Chief of the Army General Staff, Huber, wrote;
"1 . Beginning 15 .2 .41 censorship in the refugee camps will be
carried out by the police section of the territorial militia.
The military police are relieved of this function . 2 . The same
censorship rules will apply as applied in the military prison
camps ."

From this moment on the police section of the territorial
militia was responsible for the censorship, a fact which can
often be noted in the postal markings (see following tables .)

The Communist agitation did not end however ; the leisure
time groups were highly political and this could not be toler-
ated . EJPD Circular of 1 .6 .42 directed that : 1 . The publication
of a camp newspaper is forbidden . 2 . The leisure time groups are
dissolved . Punishment for violation of these rules was immediate
return to country of origin regardless of personal conditions.
The threat was very effective.

The stream of refugees got so large in the late fall of 1942
that the Army had to help the border guards . In a territorial
militia letter of 7 .10 .41 the daily number of refugees arriving
in Geneva was estimated to be 100 . Of the nearly 1400 refugees
interned in Geneva, 120 were sent daily to the camp at Baren an
der Aare, the only really large barracks camp in Switzerland.
That camp was used in 1940 to house some of the soldiers of the
2nd Polish Jägerdivision which was interned with the 45th French
Corps Daille in June 1940 . Total capacity at Baren an der Aare
was 4000 persons.

In the same letter was the following list of refugee camps:

District 1 : Geneva Camp des Charmilles and Camp de
Varembé Bussigny and Moudon (capacity 400
together)

District 2 : Camp Les Geneveys s/Coffrane (160)
District 3 : Camp Eriswil (150)
District 4 : Camp Schauenburg, Bad (100)

Camp Basserach/SO (200—250)
District 6 : Camp Eugsterthal (231)

Camp Girenbad/ZH (250, "as of next Friday")
District 7 : Camp Manchwilen—Oberhof (250)

District 10: Camp Martigny (100) and Aigle (200)
A further 250 lived in the Grand Hotel, Bex.

In addition, the following installations were in existence:

—Witzwil (Lindenhof, 100, for German deserters)
—Les Vernes and Sugiez (located at the Bellechasse Prison)
—Murimoos (for military and civilian refugees from Axis

countries, 100)
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-Gordola (for extreme leftists)
-

	

Cossonay (for Dutch, 150), with a 20 man detachment in
Arose

-Oberglatt (for escaped Yugoslav prisoners of war, 50)
-

	

Leysin Internment Home "Les Aroles", for 50 sick refugees
incapable of work

- Raron (for Allied countries, 100)
-Bellinzona and Pian San Giacomo (civilians)
-Dietikon (school for refugees)
-Locarno (work camp)
-Thalheim (work camp)
-Vouvry/VS (work camp)

The installations in Gordola, Murimoos, Cossonay, Oberglatt,
Sumiswald, Leysin, Raron, Locarno, Dietikon, Vouvry and Thalheim
all reported to the Central Office for Work Camps in Zürich, an
organization which in turn reported to the Federal Department of
Justice and Police . The entire refugee situation belonged to
this Department-Ministry.

By means of a 29 .1 .43 circular a three week quarantine period
was instituted for all refugees to prevent the immediate
transfer of information to consuls and other diplomats. Refugees had
been passing along important information such as escape routes
and this was causing friction with the Germans . I do not know
if any refugees were able to pass information during the three
week quarantine.

For the Dutch the quarantine was served in the Sumiswald camp
which held 40 persons.

Whether the mail was censored in every camp is still not
clear . I have seen large amounts of mail which show no signs of
censorship . But, it appears that all mail from the refugee and
immigrant camps was censored . Mail from these camps is extraor-
dinarily rare ; I estimate that in my 20 years of researching
this area I have seen only 100 letters, original or copy . It is
amazing that I have never seen such a letter in a Judaica col-
lection, despite the fact that some camps were designated for
the Jews (i .e . Baren a/Aare .) It seems that one forgets these
camps or that, due to scarcity, one cannot find the letter.

The next two pages show the known censor marks from refugee
camps in Switzerland . First are those without the camp name,
then those with the name of the camp or of the censor office.

A . MARKS WITHOUT CAMP NAMES
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B . MARKS WITH NAME OF CAMP OR CENSOROFFICE
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To be continued.
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SWISS PRIMER
VI : MORE OTHER STAMP ISSUES BY FELIX GANZ

TELL BOY STAMPS : The lowest denominations of the five-part is-
sue serving as Switzerland ' s regular postage stamps from be-
fore 1910 to about 1940 . The original designs, created by
famous Swiss artist abroad Albert Welti and issued in 1907,
replaced the cross and figure set ' s lowest values, but were
ridiculed so soundly ("Tell's boy sports an umbrella with-
out cloth ;" etc .) that the design was modified by1909, and
sub-modified two more times . The original design exists in
three denominations : 2, 3 and 5 centimes, or Rappen; it was
printed on white paper, with watermark and silk fibers (=
granite paper) exclusively . Famous variety : "black face" Sets.
*Design Two, on white paper, first came out in 1909 in three
denominations, 2, 3 and 5 cts ., with the crossbow's cord in
FRONT of the stock . That is subtype ONE . The most famous, or
to some "infamous" examples of this subtype are found in
form of the so-called Kocher stamps : advertising stamps for
a firm in Chaux-de-Fonds and Vevey, printed onto labels of
four different border colors and produced by a misinterpre-
tation of the original postal regulation permitting print-
ed-to-private-order stationery.
*Subtype TWO of this design was produced initially in 1910,
for the same three values of 2, 3 violet, and 5 cts ., and
later also used for producing the 3 cts . orangebrown, the
7½ cts . grey as well as the 1921 overprints of 2½ on 3

orangebrown and 5 on 7½ grey . It distinguishes itself by
having the cord of the crossbow BEHIND the stock, and also
by having two equal pedestal plates below the statue as
well as a thin, ill-defined loop atop the crossbow.
*Subtype THREE began its life in 1911 (some say 1910) . Here
the loop atop the crossbow is thicker, even, and well-de-
fined, and the two plates below the statue are of uneven
thickness . The cord also is behind the shaft . In this var-
iation exist the following denominations on white paper:
1 on 2 ; 2 olive ; 2½ brownlilac ; 5 green; 5 on 2 olive ; 5 on
7½ grey (extremely rare) ; 7½ grey (and on postal cards with
imprinted stamp: 10 on 7½ grey . -- Many of the-overprinted
items can be found with strongly displaced, shifted, or
even double overprints.
*Many of the above values, all on white paper, exist also in

tête-bêche and interspace form, as well as booklet panes.
*Starting in 1921, Tell boy stamps were produced on the same
yellowish-buff paper as were all Tell bust stamps . These
denominations exist : 2½ brownolive ; 3 on 2½ brownolive ; 3
violetblue (both on regular and grilled-gum paper) ; 5 red-
orange ; 5 greyviolet ; 5 redlilac ; 5 on 7½ green ; 5 olive-
green (both on regular and grilled-gum paper) ; 7½ green.
*These yellow-buff paper denominations are all subtype 3,
except the 7½ green which is subtype 2, the 5 on 7½ over-
print, and the 3 cts . violetblue for which also the old
subtype 2 plate 2 was reactivated.

*Many exist in tête-bêche, interspace, and booklet pane form;
and quite a few of these later items also were printed

se-tenant with Tell bust stamps for booklet pane production.
On postal cards and printed-to-order stationery they are
encountered frequently, as well as on other postal forms.
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CATALOGS : What's needed
By STEPHEN G . ESRATI

In the late 1950's, Jacques Minkus took his show on the road.
I was then writing two or three stamp columns a year for the
Boston Sunday Herald's children's page and was thus listed as
the paper's "stamp writer ." And so, when the show hit Boston, I
got an invitation to lunch at Locke-Ober's, Boston's most
expensive restaurant.

The guests of honor were Ben Blumenthal and Col . George
Tlamsa and their news was that they were about to publish a new
stamp catalog . The impression I have kept through the years is
of the key thing the former Czech army officer said : A stamp
catalog is more than a price list . It tells as much about a
stamp and its subject as is possible . It does not tell collec-
tors what to collect . It lists everything ."

With the recollection that it had taken longer for the
stamps of Israel to be listed in the Scott Catalog than it had
taken the country to be admitted to the United Nations, Tlamsa's
words were almost revolutionary.

What had led Minkus to start his own catalog was the fiasco
of the 1935 Luxembourg set for the relief of intellectuals
persecuted in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy . Scott's wouldn't
list them . Minkus vowed someday to publish his own catalog.

For many years, Scott's simply ignored the stamps, then
listed them as spurious, then admitted them (with high prices .)

What was also startling was Tlamsa's vow to use the catalog
to explain what the stamps were all about in terms an American
collector could understand . From childhood on I had browsed
through my Scott's and found such tantalizing information as
"Commissars awaiting execution" or "Murder of Ferrucci ." I had
always wanted to know more . Tlamsa appeared to be promising it.

It must be recognized that only a tiny fraction of those
who collect stamps ever read any philatelic publications other
than a catalog . The total combined circulation of all U .S . stamp
newspapers and magazines has never reached 250,000.

Where does a child get information about why the commissars
were killed or who Ferrucci was?

Does a catalog editor just assume that Jimmy Jones, 8, of
Dubuque or Medicine Hat knows who William Tell was, or why
William Tell's son is holding an apple?

Scott's editors do . Tlamsa, until his recent retirement,
did not . He spelled it all out, as he did for almost anything
and anyone who is on a stamp.

Here's an example, taken at random:
Scott Switzerland B48 -- " . . issued in commemoration of the

centenary of the birth of Jean Henri Dunant, Swiss author, phi-
lanthropist and founder of the Red Cross Society ." (For the
record, that's more than Scott's usually says about anyone .)

Minkus Switzerland 337 -- "Jean Henri Dunant (1828—1910),
founder of the Red Cross . At the battle of Solferino, 1859, he
was so moved by the agonies of wounded soldiers that he began
working immediately to bring about agreement to limit barbarism
of war . Geneva Conference of 1863—64 established both Geneva
Convention for more humane treatment of soldiers and Interna-
tional Red Cross ."

Wasn't stamp collecting supposed to be educational?
This is not to say that Minkus is perfect . Far from it.

Tlamsa's promise was, alas, greater than his fulfillment . Does
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it tell a U .S . Boy Scout anything to identify Frederick G.

Banting as a Canadian physiologist (Switzerland's 1971 "Great

Physicians " series?) Isn't a tiny mention of insulin needed?
Alas, Scott's is identical to Minkus, leading one to guess that
both catalogs based their Banting description on the information
supplied by the Swiss post office.

What is most annoying about all stamp catalogs is that as the
subject matter is farther removed from the mainstream of Western

civilization, the skimpier the information becomes . That's ex-

actly where it is needed most since our standard encyclopedias
and reference books simply will not fill the gaps.

However, TELL will spare no cost in rectifying this

situation, Mr . Esrati. Next to Ms . Helvetia, William
Tell and his son Walter, who is Switzerland's most

favorite son among the real people? But of course,

it's Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi . By profession an

educator, social reformer, and author, by nature a
a first-class humanitarian with a good analytical

mind (which makes for some slow reading of his
texts) . Unfortunately, a lack of any (

money) administrative skills hampered many of his projects.

A descendant of Italian immigrants, he was born in
Zürich on January 12, 1746 and died in Brugg on Fe-

bruary 17, 1827 . His remains are buried at the

schoolhouse in Sinn (Aargau), where he did most of

his early work . It constitutes a National Shrine.

He was born into a time frame when Europe was going through some convulsive and

far-reaching changes . It was revolution-time, as farmers rebelled,

peasants reached for the jugular of decadent monarchies, and armies
knocked down one weak and corrupt state after the other . Pestalozzi

contributed his share, but in a far less violent way . His pedagogic

experiments - always with the help of a very devoted wife and con-
ducted mostly with orphans of which there were plentiful then - and

extensive writings and speeches had a profound influence on the public

school systems, first in Europe and later worldwide . He pointed the way to a very

early elementary education as a primordial necessity towards the

formation of a sound mind and society . - Some of the milestones:
1774-79 experimented on his estate Neuhof with an orphanage-poor-

house-(gardening)workstation . 1794 supported the farmer rebellion

along the Lake Zürich . 1798 editor of the "Helvetisches Volks-
blatt" the journal of the Helvetic Republic, moved to Stans to conduct more ex-

periments with orphans . Moved to Buchsee (near Burgdorf) to refine some of his

theories. "l oved 1904 to Iferten (today's Yverdon), where he supervised for the next

20 years a reform school (at the castle) that soon became world-famous . He .

returned to Birr in 1825. - His major works are a 4-volume series "Lienhardund

Gertrud" . Two of many fans are rather well known : Gotthelf and Fröbel (Kindergar-

den), and two major institutions are named after

him: Pestaloz-

zianum in Zü-

rich and the
Pestalozzi

war-orphanage
in Trogen (and

about 5C world-

wide .)
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AHPS National Convention .Boston1983
The New England Chapter had a meeting with
the Northeastern Federation of Stamp
Clubs, Inc ., sponsors of the Boston Show
in October, and as a result of this meet-
ing we can inform you, who wants to exhib-
it, that each frame will contain 16 pages
8x11" (or somewhat larger .) They are di-

JAN

	

vided in two times two rows of four pages

D O N K E R
on top of one another . Minimum two frames

WANTS

	

and maximum ten frames . Tentatively I have
received the request for 25 frames already

YOU

	

and expect more . Worth a visit . At the same

AGAIN time, the Vatican Philatelic Society will
hold their International Convention at this

show . For those of you interested in that subject, your
visit will be double worth it . Harlan Stone has offered a
"Traveling Trophy" for the show which will be described in
the show program . Those of you who requested exhibition
forms : they will be sent to you as soon as I receive them.
Others wanting to exhibit, please request your form early.
Hotel reservation forms will be sent to you if requested . A
meeting and slide show will be held at the show at 3 P .M . on
Saturday, October 22 for AHPS members and all others inter-
ested in Swiss/Liechtenstein philately . On Sunday morning,
October 23, AHPS members only with their spouses will get
to g ether for a brunch in historic Lexington . Menu is still
a surprise . Transportation from Boston will be provided.
Please let us hear from you and we, the New England Chapter,
look forward to seeing you in October . Send all mail to:
Jan Donker, 16 St .Mary Road, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803.

Rütli and Rütli oath essays

Two more essays from the 1880
period are shown here as well as

two pages from the same col-

lection of Libertas Heads,

ordered as described in the
translation.

Two questions remain : 1 . Why
was the Liberty Head rejected?

(I have a good guess, but does

any of you know?) . 2 . Would
the Woman ' s Head have produced

as varied a collection field

as did ultimately the Standing
Helvetia design chosen?
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In another Swiss auction, at A . & I . Meigniez, chemin
du Moulin 5, 1110 Morges/VD, where only mail bids are
accepted but where, as a result, almost all lots are illus-
trated, cancellation lots as such amounted to only about 30%
of the 3500 lots ; but many "stamp" lots seemed to have been
bid on more for the cancellations than for the stamps!
There were almost 500 pre-stamp period lots, and only two-
thirds of them sold -- most likely because some of the con-
signors still believe that everything they own is worth
more than reality! But beautiful strikes of the Napoleonic
occupation period brought prices (plus 10% buyer's surchar-
ge, plus a lot charge, plus postage and insurance) that are
matching relative rarity quotients from Winkler's handbook.
Almost all of about 70 straightline cancel lots on stamps,
with dates from 1865 through 1880 or so sold, with lot 670,
cancel Entlebuch on a registered letter, bringing SFr .140 .-,
or 4i times estimate, while the others stayed close to the
minimum bids of from SFr .20 .- to SFr .45 .- . Very well did
lake ship markings -- even "fake" or purely favor ones of
more recent vintage -- as well as Lake Geneva posting marks
(of which, as reported in TELL, fakes were discovered last
summer .) Internment strikes of World War I flopped inasmuch
as only 5 out of 14 lots sold . But the ungainly rectangular
emergency date strikes did rather well, with lot 1179,

BIERE - MORGES (RPO) bringing an unbelievable SFr.330.- (esti-
mate SFr .50 .-!) Early commemorative and special

cancellations on complete picture cards or letters always do well,
too . Thus the 1925 special marking for the first Swiss Boy
Scouts meeting fetched SFr.100.- (min .bid S0 .-) and the
machine flag for the 1928 Gymnastics Festival in Lucerne
went for SFr .160 .- (min .bid 40 .- .)

As a PS to the above, we should not forget to mention the
off-the-cuff remark by a Swiss stamp dealer (who conducts
no auctions) that often, after certain auctions, items are
offered to him at prices lower than those realized at auc-
tion . By WHOM, you might ask? Well, it turns out, again and
again, that certain consignors bid on their own lots -- and
then (serves them right) get stuck with them, as a result
having to pay about 12% commission to the house both as
seller AND successful buyer! Thus stung with 25% of the
price of an inflatedly priced and actually unsold lot
which they are forced to pay to the auction house, they
try to dump the overpriced stuff at a " regular" dealer
(who, of course, most of the time is totally disinterested .)
But as they say : " . . . . there is one born every minute!"

FG

The PAX sheets shown in the Jan . issue p . 23 sold for$11,000
(the complete set), the Liechtenstein 1960 Europa sheet left
for M2350, 2 PAX sets LH went for i250 and 3325, 4 NH sets
settled for 400, 375, 350, and 375, and one used set was
hammered down at 375 . All of that with a 10% buyer's fee.
One used set C3-18 went for 365 + 10%.
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I-INSTALLMENT 3

It appears that even before the start of preparations for a new
issue of stamps, it was foreseen that they should be produced by
letterpress printing and preliminary work was undertaken
in collaboration with professor Carl Hasert of Stuttgart . In the
federal archives it is impossible to find a single document which
refers to another solution having been considered — namely the
production os stamps by the intaglio method . But
somehow, the printer W. Müllhaupt of Bern must have gotten wind
of the project, because the archives contain a letter from
Müllhaupt dated October 24, 1879, to the head of the federal
department of the Posts, Colonel Welti (document 207 .29) in which
it is said:

"Dear Colonel --

For the annual production of approximately 85,000,000 stamps in
one color, produced by the "Chromo-Taille-Douce" method, the
prices would be

42 centimes per thousand pieces, with a 10-year contract

47 centimes per thousand pieces, with a 5-year contract

including everything with the exception of furnishing the paper,
gumming, and perforating.

We request that you accept the assurances of our respect .

	

p .11

W. Müllhaupt & Son"

This letter led quickly to a request under date of October 27 from
the top management of the Poste (document 207 .30) for a detailed
proposal, with particular attention to the costs of preparing the
printing plates . The latter point was of special importance because
the postal authorities wanted to assure themselves of having
exclusive ownership of the impression plates . The answer from the
Müllhaupts which followed, dated November 4, 1879, (document
207.31) is reprinted here in its entirety because the information
contained therein has special interest to specialized collectors:

"In response to your letter of October 27, our prices for
the annual production of approximately 85,000,000 stamps in one
color, printed in 'Chromo-taille-douce' would be --

with a 3-year contract

Prices for the galvanoplastic etc.

1. Hand sketch and engraving of the original plate - Fr . 500 .--

2. Production of 11 galvanic plates of 56 x 56 centimeters,
containing 400 stamps on each plate, an average of
Fr . 700 .-- per plate -

	

Fr . 7700.--

1,000 good stamps for 0 .35 c.
1,000 good stamps for 0 .34 c . with a 5-year contract



3. Steel-plating about 100 times of the galvanized plates
measuring 56 x 56 centimeters, each steel plating
anticipating 2,000 impressions per plate to produce
85,000,000 stamps, 100 times 20 Frs . per steel
plating -

	

Fr . 2,000 .

Items 1 and 3 are our prices and that work would have to be done
by us, with the exception of the sketch done by hand . For item 2
we have based our prices on the prices in Berlin, which are
generally speaking the least expensive in this field and the items
could be, if desired, ordered by the postal administration directly.

Remarks : Item 1 will be eliminated in the second year and will not
recur so long as the design is not changed.

Item 2 . It is generally accepted that a galvanized plate
can be used for about 20,000 to 30,000 impressions with-
out wear of the plate, provided that a new steel plating
be done about each 2,000 impressions, so that between
8,000,000 and 12,000,000 stamps could be produced
from each galvanized plate.

Item 3 . This expense would recur each year.

With our utmost esteem.

W. Müllhaupt & Son

(P.S . This calculation is based on a plate-size of 400 stamps .)"

The answer was not long to come . Already on November 8, postal
director Höhn (document 207 .32) informed the printing firm of
Müllhaupt & Son : " . . . concerning the fabrication of postage
stamps by means of copper print we were forced to decide that the
costs of such a method of production would be too high . In view
of this fact, we must, therefore, let the project drop . . . "

In consequence, work was continued on producing the series by letter-
press . But here, also, progress was difficult and beset with
obstacles . Production of the engraving, and particularly of the
stereotype printing plates, which were produced by multiple
pressings of the engraving, resulted in difficulties that
threw all delivery plans into a heap . The first accepted design
for the issue of the "Cross and Numeral" showed a thin double line
in place of the simple border which was adopted later . When

impressing this original cliché, it happened over and over that
the fine lines broke . After that happened, the clichés were
unusable and had to be replaced. These delays produced the
result that, despite its negative response in the month of August
of 1879, the postal administration once more approached the firm of
Müllhaupt & Son one year later and asked for a proposal, and namely
for two different propositions -- one for the printing of all the
stamps planned and the second for the production of thestamps
starting with the 20-centime value . Thus, on August 7, Müllhaupt
submitted the following offer:

p.12 "1 . For all the postage stamps in the series
per thousand 40 centimes

2 . For the stamps starting at 20 centimes value
per thousand 45 centimes

3 . For the stamps starting at 10 centimes value
per thousand 42 centimes"

The competitors had, in the meantime, gotten wind of the negotia-
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tions between the Müllhaupt firm and the postal authorities, for
one finds in the federal archives an offer dated August 9, 1880
from Max Girardet of Bern . This one was cheaper than that of
Müllhaupt. It asked 37 centimes per thousand for the printing of
all values in a total issue of 71 million copies . In a second
variant proposal, printing of the stamp values of 20 centimes
and above, in a total issue of 15 million, was to cost 42 centimes
per thousand . For creation of the printing plates, Girardet
estimated the cost of Fr . 500.-- for a plate of 1,000 stamps each,
Fr. 250 .-- for a plate of 500 stamps.

Despite the somewhat cheaper offer from M. Girardet,Müllhaupt
was authorized in a contract dated November 20, 1880, as follows:

"Dear Sirs:

We request that you produce for us the following two stamp
projects, with the utmost dispatch, definitive and carefully
developed drawings of the following types:

a) with the picture of the Liberty head:
drawings with the values of 20 and 25 centimes

b) with the picture of the Standing Helvetia:
drawings with the values of 40 and 50 centimes and
1 Fr. (but not the number 100)

Please return to us the two pictures along with your drawings.
We want to impress on you specifically that the definitive drawings
(and, it goes without saying, also the postage stamps subsequently
to be produced) should match precisely the dimensions of our
current postage stamps . In other words, even the most minute
variations is to be strictly avoided.

You will find accompanying this letter two cardboards with one
sample each of our current stamps as a means for making exact
comparisons.

With our respect .
The Postal Administration
(signed) E . Höhn

Messers . Müllhaupt & Son
Geographic and Topographic Institute at Bern"

(Page 13 of the book is a photo reproduction of the original
of the letter translated above .)

This sudden haste was presumably provoked by a letter from the
director of the mint, Platel, to the postal administration . The
first part of that letter, dated November 12, 1880, we reproduce
herewith:

"We regret profoundly, as much for you as for ourselves, that we
must inform you that the production of new clichés for postage
stamps presents such insurmountable technical difficulties, that
we believe that it must be abandoned as impossible ."

He goes on to detail further the difficulties encountered in the
production of the cliches . Therefore, the design chosen for the
issue "Cross and Numeral" had to be modified . That meant the
production of a new original engraving for each of the values of
the series . In other words, everything stood precisely where it
had been one year earlier ; everything had to be begun all over.
The firm of Müllhaupt went to work immediately . In addition to
the drawings which had already been delivered on November 23, a

p.14
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new and altered series of drawings was delivered on December 27
which probably fulfilled the established conditions of the con-
tract . Thus, on December 30, Müllhaupt was presented with a con-
tract proposal which was put into force on February 11, 1881 . It
provided, among other things, that Müllhaupt had to print 240,000
stamps daily, at a price of 45 centimes per thousand . The
preparation and production of the plates took until June 1, 1881, at
which time the plates for the values of 20 centimes, 25 centimes,
40 centimes, 50 centimes and 1 franc were ready for printing.
The printing itself began on July 8, with the values of 50 and 40
centimes ; on duly 19 printing of the 20 centime values began.
The daily production at the beginning remained far behind the con-
tracted number ; merely 75,400 stamps could be produced . With the
plates printing only 200 stamps at once, that meant 375 passes
through the press, which is to say that in a work day of 11 hours,
as was then the practice, the printing of each sheet took almost
two minutes! One must, however, take into account that the
presses in those days required a considerable amount of manual
work : the printing plate had to be warmed before each pressing,
then it had to be inked, scraped and wiped with a cloth, and
finally covered with a sheet of paper . Then followed a
covering with cardboard and felt, and only then could the printing
itself take place by running the prepared plate through the two
cylinders of the press.

That, however, was only one of the problems . On June 9, the office
of the Mint to which the gumming and perforation had been assigned
complained that the delivered trial-print sheets of the copper-
plate stamps did not agree with the perforation machine and that
it was impossible to perforate the sheets without having some of
the perforations cut into parts of the stamp designs . Having
consulted the firm of Hasler of Bern, which had manufactured the
perforation machine, and having then measured the sheets of stamps
most precisely, it had been established that the copper plates
varied by one millimeter, in height as well as in width . Since
the paper had to be moistened before the intaglio printing, there
developed as a result an additional difference, depending on the
direction in which the plate was run through the press, of another
one to two millimeters . The adaptation, that is to say the re-
making of a new perforation machine, which was an absolute necessity,
would take the firm of Hasler a minimum of three more months for
this task.

Müllhaupt had made the first delivery to the mint for gumming and
perforating on ;September 13. But already at the time of the first
accounting beginning of July, after the plates had been
completed, differences developed between the postal author-
ities and Müllhaupt . The latter had billed not only for the plates
of the "Standing Helvetia" but also for the finished engravings
and plates for the "Liberty Heads", which the post had ordered . The
top postal authorities pointed out that they had received more
advantageous proposals (namely those of Girardet) '. From a
subsequent record of the top postal authorities which are in the
hands of the Postal department, it is clear that Müllhaupt did
not back off without further ado from its demands.

END of PART I -- Installment 3

Please patronize our advertisers, they need your business and we need their
money. Postage Due collectors please note the wealth of material offered on
page 129 by The Amateur Collector of London.
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TERMS, TERMS, AND MORE TERMS . Some "footnotes" to our translation of 5H

While it is impolite to add footnotes to a text where there were none by the
original authors, I will add a few here to expand some of the printing terms

used . All too often, these terms are used in the assumption that the general

readership is familiar with them . Such is just not the case as the printer's

language is unique and on top is different in German from the French and
from the English . I can appreciate the difficulties our translators encoun-

ter in grappling with some of the more difficult ones . With this I hope to
fill a gap, fully realizing that I will also bore a few who know it

	

fond.

But first, a little technicality : In order to preserve space, page positions

will be listed from hereon in the margin, like p .12 . It's to tell you where

we are in the original text.

Page 121, 122 : Essays of Liberty Heads, also called Libertas Head, alias

Woman's Head, are shown on pages 116-117. The practice in the printing/pub-
lishing trade of asking (or ordering) for samples and then later balking at

paying for them lingers on some 100 years later . The same game is still played

today and represents an unhealthy purchasing tactic that has soured many

good supplier-buyer relationships in the past . I suspect we are witnessing a
classic case right here.

Page 119 & 120 : The suggestion by Müllhaupt in their offer that electrotypes

might be ordered by the postal authorities directly from suppliers in Berlin
is like tempting the devil to a poker game . It's made in violation of a car-

dinal rule in printing which says that in order to guarantee good production

(and minimum downtime) one does not let the original out of your hand and
provide for means of duplication as close to your presses as possible . Be-

cause accidents and a multitude of problems happen in printing on a split-

second notice, facilities to ensure new plates are therefore ultra-essential.

Remember, they neither had Federal Express nor telephones . No P(TT) yet.
One tends to think that all this precaution was not necessary then as life

was much easier and casual . But when you look at the millions of stamps the
postal administration needed for the ever increasing demand, I have to

conclude that the printers were not up to the task yet at that point in time.

As the French would say : it made for butter to the specialized collector.

Page 119 : Chromo-Taille-Douce process . Taille-douce refers to the engraving
method and Chromo is the French expression for color . In this context a bit

misleading, since the stamps, although in color, were actually mono-colored.
A better term would have been Mono-Chrome, but I guess there was a bit of

PR in that term . "Taille-douce" or "soft cut" in its most common application

describes the line engraving method in copper, with burins (or gravers) . Why
"douce", because copper is soft as opposed to steel? Since there is no "

Taille-douce" (or "taille-forte"), meaning "hard cut" for the line engraving method
conducted in steel, the distinction made by the French was made from the "

engraving" method with "l'eau forte", referring to the etching with acid (lat.

aqua fortis = strong water, and not to confuse with some similar looking clear
stuff they give you to drink in Switzerland, called Schnaps).

Page 119: Galvanoplastics, galvanic plates . Common word in German is Galvano.

In English more commonly known as electrotype . Used in both letterpress and

intaglio printing processes for the duplicating (to very exact standards and
tolerances) and multiplying of the original . Two methods were used to obtain
it, the more popular going through a matrix or mold stage . A matrix of wax or
soft lead (vinyl today) was impressed in a recessed die or master plate through

means of a hydraulic press . The resulting mold is made conductive with a spray-
on of graphite powder, then suspended in an electrolytic copper bath.

To be continued .
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HOT OFF THE SWISS PRESS - A MAJOR FIND

The Swiss stamp firm Auf dem Zaun re-

ported a major new find . Considered
among the Classics of modern issues, a

NASA souvenir sheet (Scott 226) was

uncovered in an estate collection, con-
taining three stamps only, as shown

below. The 20 c value ismissing, and

an inspection of the blank space re-
vealed no traces of either ink or a

blind impression. The experts are

puzzled . - Auf dem Zaun Jr. reports

that his father closed shop early that

day and was last seen buying cigars

and schnaps for his competitors . It is

reported that the sheet will go on the

block at the upcoming Phila-Corina . Get

your checkbooks ready, fellows . File

date 4/1/1983, BBAFE.

To dream, the impossible dream . ..

NIKLAUS STOECKLIN
Inmemoriam

Another one of the
great contemporary

Swiss artists passed

away . In. Stoecklin
was 83 and died in

Riehen on the last

day of '92 . He

created a multitude

of stamps, among
the better known,

the numeral values
of the Pax-series,

the mineral series

of the ProPatria
editions, and the

lovely symbol below
for the Swiss Fund

for the War Victims.

If ever you visit
Basel, look up his

works . .Mr . Stoecklin
knew his crafts .

T he Principalityof Liechtenstein has released
the actual numbers of issues that appeared in
the year 1977 . (Extracted by J .Steinberq .)
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By Felix Ganz

READ
ELSE

WHERE

The following paragraphs report on articles on Switzerland
philately in the Berner	 Briefmarkenzeitung (Bern : Zumstein &
Cie) a periodical which appears ten or eleven times a year.

Standing Helvetia : "Presse manuelle et presse rapide, II " by
Pierre Guinand ("Manual Printing Press and Quick Press")
BBZ I/82, p . 1-3(F) ; "L'ovale pointillé sur le 25 c . de

1901 à 1905," by Pierre Guinand ("Dot Retouches on the 25
cts . of 1901-05") BBZ 7-8/82, p .105-06 (F) ; "La grande
retouche oblique du 50 c .," by Pierre Guinand ( "The large di-
agonal retouch of the 50 cts .") BBZ 9/82, p .128-30 (F);
'Vom Spezialkatalog zum Handbuch/ Du catalogue au manuel, "
by Pierre Guinand ("From the Specialized Catalogue to the
Handbook") BBZ 10/82, p .148-152 ; BBZ 11/82, p .167-169 ; BBZ
12/82, p.190-91 (FIG) : " Les planches des 3Fr .,"(F)BBZ 5/.6,p .85.

Cross and Numeral Issue : "über die Auflagehöhe der Nr .84,12c
Zifferzeichnung 1906," by Max Schio (Numbers Issued of the
Z .Cat .No.84, 12 cts .") BBZ I/82,p .3-4 (G);

UPU Commemoratives,. 1900 : "Les 25 centimes regravés de 1900;
compléments," by Paul Ducommun ("The reengraved 25 cts . of
1900 ; Addenda") BBZ 11/82, p .166-67 (F);

Postage Dues andaheir Use : "Verwendung der Schweizer-Nach-
portomarken 1921-1928 im Fürstentum Liechtenstein, " by Oth-
mar Hiestand ('Use of Switzerland ' s Postage Due Stamps in
Liechtenstein, 1921-28") BBZ 3/82, p .43-44 ; "Taxierungen;
gestern und heute," by F .R.E. ( "Due Applications once and
now") BBZ 7-8/82, p .107-08 ; "Taxiert : -- warum? und wie?,"
by Ernst Fluri (`Taxed--why? and how?") B 1/83,p .1-4(G)

Hotel Stamps : "Eine neue Hotelmarke (Vignette)" (no author)
BBZ 10/82, p.147 ('A new Hotel Vignette ; " deals with a label
of Hotel Tognoni in St .Moritz) (G);

Coils :"Le numéro inversé de la roulette de 20 cts ./Der kopf-
stehende Kontrollaufdruck auf der 20 Cts . Rollenmarke ZNr.
484R", by B . Ammann ( "The Inverted Control Number Imprint on
20 cts . Coil Stamp Z 484R") B 1/83, p .4-6 (FIG) . Tells of
all 1970 coil stamps' new production on a different machi-
ne which affixes all control numbers upside down);

Postal_ istoa :"Ende der 'Vorphilatelistischen Zeit ' im Kan-
ton Graubünden," by E . Rüegg ("The End of the Pre-Stamp Pe-
riod in Grisons Canton") BBZ 2/82, p.25-27 (G) ; "Postge-
schichte von Aarburg," by Ulrich Heiniger ("Postal History
of the Town of Aarburg") BBZ 4/82, p .61-63 and S-6/82,p .83-4;
"Vor 150 Jahren, " by Paul E . Heiniger ("150 Years Ago ; " a
series of observations on the end of the Bernese Fischer
postal monopoly) BBB 9/82, p .125-28(G) ; "Immer wieder : ' die
kleinen Rauten von Neuenburg ' . . .," by FW ("Once again : the
so-called small grids of Neuchâtel") BBZ 11/82, p .165v(G).

The BBZ is available to US collectors for SFr .30., seamail.
from Zumstein & Cie., Postfach 2585, 3001 Bern (Switzerland)
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Continued from last month, page 74.

Before I continue, here is the answer

(at least partial) to the inofficial

.,Quiz : The LUNABA sheet with F0 cancel

was hammered down at 568 + 10% fee . The

same sheet, without cancel or MNH was

hammered down on almost the same day at
another auction for

i185 net . I have seen
it recently at a bourse

MNH for 5250 and on

cover for 5175. A full

comparison of apples
and apples is not al-

ways possible, all I

can tell you, if you
really want to shop you

better get yourself on

as many mailing lists

as possible (at least one from Switzer-
land) and willing to peruse . There are

sometimes wonderful surprises included:
one list came a few months ago listing

Zu 355-72, Sc 382-99 on two each . FDC

for 56 .50 . Could not pass that one up,
but it was one of these situations where

one hardly dares to breath till the mail

really show up . Sut it did this time.
One more point to be made about the 568

mentioned above : Smaller (localized)

auctions are most of the time excellent

places to pick up bargains . But watch

out, there are bargains and junk, make

sure you have ascertained yourself of

the quality of the item offered before

you bid.

Now, back to the original story . We were

talking about parameters:

- At what level of quality you want to

see your little colored papers on your
album pages . To the Swiss, condition is

j ust about everything, and they have the

tendency to believe that they are able
to sell us Americans (Canadiens, you are

included) a lot of second grade stuff.

I am not so sure that this warrants a
generalization, but just to make sure,

check yourself on the next purchase and

see if you can be a bit more critical

about the goods received, even if it
means going thru the writing, packing,

and mailing process . However, let's not

Continued from last month, p .74,

GORDON BENNETT card

a) card, Swiss and foreign rate was

1 Fr.
b) The 90 cts on the card is

imprinted (right or wrong?) Page
468 says : Cost for stationery

items with imprinted stamps are
included in the quoted prices,

additional franking figures extra.

c) The quoted price is 12 .50 Fr. for

the card plus the value of the
10 cts which is Z149 or 2 .75 Fr.

for a total of 15 .75 Fr or 57 .50.

d) Discount for smeary Ebrach cancel

at least 50% brings us to 53 .75.

What lo I miss? Are you guys bidding
up just anything that had wings that

the auctioneer believes the going

rate for this piece is $72, or is
this just a giant fly trap?

Here is another one from a current

mail-bid sale catalog of "Postal

History and Stationery":

"Switzerland C4 (v pair) C26 td cds
BELLINZONA/1938 to am sp delivery cvr,

blue square cach, PRO AERO 1938 to

St .Gallen (arr cds on fr) VF ENV 535 ."

What can we find about this item in

Zumstein 5 : a)Bellinzona-St.Gallen,

May 31, 1938, delivered 11,256 pieces.

b) Cover (including C26) 1B .- sFr,

Add to that a pair of C4, or another

1B .- sFr, (to pay for the special de-

livery I presume) . The total catalogs

at 36 .- sFr. or $18.
The auctioneer's ENV is therefore al-

most 100% higher than Swiss catalogs.

Is that an honest and realistic ap-
praisal of the market situation? In

any event, how can an auction house

give realistic ENV of 2300 postal
history items from about 170 different

corners of the world . I say they can't

and suggest you lower the bids accord-

ingly. Also, since prices on mail-bid

sales can't be checked and no minimum
bids are set, they give always the

appearance of being giant fishing ex-

peditions to see who casts the biggest
worm.

forget : One man ' s rhinestone is another man's gem . And I think there is nothing
wrong with that, provided the price paid for it is accordingly and you are not

promising your spouse that you will be able to retire in the sun from the pro-
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ceeds from the sale of your superb Swiss stamp collection, where the blank album

pages cost more than the stamps on it are worth.

- Speed : How much are you in a hurry to fill the empty spaces? Sometimes you can't

beat the upward price spiral reflected in catalogs, but when the market is lax,

take your time to shop . What I most vehemently object to is those ads that appear

always a couple of months prior to an issuance of new catalogs exhorting you to
buy, buy, buy as prices supposedly were going to be up by 20%+ overall, when in

fact only a very few select pieces were actually increased by that much.

- How badly you want a given item? Realizing that very few among the living have

the means to acquire everything that is to be had, are you willing to compromise

and settle for some items that come with a price break? For example, if you pay

attention to numbers issued, the catalogs are full of low numbers with very at-

tractively priced material, it just is not as popular as something else . Stamp

collecting, as you probably experienced yourself, can be very faddish at times,

- To what extend are you willing to broaden your supply base? To obtain good cost

you have to expand from club trading and local dealers, to overseas dealers and

national as well as international auctions . There is plenty of money to be saved,

but you have to do your homework, scanning thru hundreds of ads and auction cat-

alog pages a month . It will cut into your TV time, for sure . The alternative (not

necessarily for that reason only) to that is sending out a want list, to my knowl-

edge, about the most expensive way to acquire stamps .
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